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Cultivating an inclusive workplace is essential to creating a positive employee experience 
and being a place where people want to work. So how, then, to create a truly inclusive 
culture that brings — and deeply integrates and actions on — diverse voices, perspectives, 
and strategies? 

This e-book unpacks the value of an inclusive workplace and why, more than ever, HR 
leaders must take steps to not just diversify but ensure everyone has a seat at the table. 

While inclusivity often starts by focusing on workplace diversity, the conversation needs 
to go much deeper. Though diverse hiring is linked to increased innovation, financial 
success, and greater resilience, truly inclusive workplaces — those that cultivate belonging 
and trust among all employees — experience increased job satisfaction and retention 
while creating a positive employer brand. Inclusive cultures also better tee up companies 
for more successful diversity, inclusion, and belonging (DI&B) initiatives. 

We’ll walk through strategies for building trust — the foundation of an inclusive workplace 
— and how to  evaluate your business for inclusiveness, now and in the future. 

https://www.ceridian.com/ca/blog/support-diversity-and-inclusion-in-the-workplace
https://ca.indeed.com/employers/company-pages-premium
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What is an inclusive workplace? 

 

Inclusion is the result of the actions and behaviours that create a culture where employees 
feel valued, trusted, authentic, that their voice is heard, and that they can contribute fully 
and thrive.

Creating an inclusive culture is a critical step to any DI&B strategy; it’s not enough to simply 
hire diverse voices and faces. Today, your organization needs to build out a culture where 
people feel they belong.

“Diversity is about ensuring you have people of different backgrounds and experiences 
represented in the workplace,” writes Alison Grenier, head of culture and research at Great 
Place to Work. “Inclusiveness takes it a step further by creating an environment where 
people’s differences of thought and experience are actually appreciated and viewed as a 
business advantage.”

https://www.greatplacetowork.ca/en/articles/inclusive-workplaces-are-better-for-business
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Building the trust 

Achieving a culture of inclusion — the foundation 
for successful DI&B initiatives — starts by building 
meaningful trust among your employees. While this 
may sound like low stakes, trust is often unevenly 
distributed, leaving some employees with vastly 
different work experiences than others. 

Workplace trust happens at three levels: 

1.  The company level — the high-level  
company culture of trust and inclusion. 

2.  The team level — the relationships among 
managers and employees, and within  
existing teams and departments.

3.  The interpersonal level — employee to 
employee, for example. 

All three of these levels are interconnected. For 
example, a strong sense of trust at the team level 
can help promote and support a sense of trust at 
the company level. Likewise, a strong culture of 
trust at the top tends to trickle down into individual 
teams and interpersonal relationships within the 
organization.

A lack of trust can come with many tell-tale signs 
including low productivity, high turnover, and  
poor engagement. 

https://www.greatplacetowork.ca/en/articles/are-you-building-a-culture-of-trust
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Continuously earning employee trust 

 

Keep in mind, employee trust must be continuously earned. Employees know when they’re 
being messaged to and, specifically, when those messages don’t align with the behaviours 
and values that exist within an organization. 

Earning and maintaining trust takes deliberate steps to be transparent, honest, and open. 
Start by:

1. Being open, honest, and clear  
To truly trust you, your employees want the truth — for better or for worse. Even  
when it’s difficult or painful, be open with teams about the state of the business,  
changes within the organization or their immediate teams, or other shifts that will  
impact their work experiences.

Through that lens, it’s also a good idea to create conditions for authentic curiosity: 
training, coaching, and mentoring that offers opportunities for employees to ask 
questions, exchange ideas, and explore perspectives outside of their own. 

2. Building in accountability — and admit mistakes  
Be open when things don’t go as planned. Share mistakes, admit to shortcomings, 
indicate when plans didn’t pan out as desired — especially when those plans impact 
employee experiences. No one likes to come up short, but employees trust employers 
who share it all, even when it leaves them exposed.

3. Actively listening  
It’s not enough to talk — you also need to listen and lean into what your employees 
have to say. All voices are valid and deserve a safe space for sharing, brainstorming, and 
actioning. Consider ongoing employee surveys and focus groups to gauge experiences 
and ongoing hurdles and be prepared, in future conversations and communications, to 
share what decisive action has emerged from this feedback.

https://www.greatplacetowork.ca/en/articles/are-you-building-a-culture-of-trust
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Beyond that, be prepared to engage in dialogue even if it’s not always positive, and never 
discourage any one voice or collective voice, even if it goes against the grain. Diversity 
makes businesses better. Even if you don’t take action on every recommendation or 
experience, make sure you’re truly hearing what employees have to say and considering 
all points. 

4. Getting leadership buy-in — and visible support 
Promoting and supporting an inclusive environment requires action-oriented leadership. 
Ensure your leaders understand this business imperative and the role they play in not 
just continuously engaging employees but, also, messaging inclusion. DI&B initiatives are 
significantly more effective when championed from the top.

5. “Walking” the inclusivity walk  
While many companies message on equity and cultural awareness, often these initiatives 
fall short. Take an honest look at your systems and see if there are areas you fall, or could 
potentially fall short. 

With Canada’s Pay Equity Act now in effect, more companies have been pushed to re-
evaluate and rectify their own processes and policies. This, though, isn’t the only area 
where employees experience inequity. Consider working parents, immigrants, and other 
minority groups within your organization. Are they fairly represented at all levels? Has pay 
equity been achieved? 

Likewise, consider your overt cultural messaging. 

•  Are some holidays celebrated with in-office festivities, gifting, paid time off, or  
other large-scale acknowledgments — and others aren’t? 

•  Do some types of celebrations go unnoticed and unrecognized within the 
organization, while others lead to company-wide events each year -- events all 
employees are required to engage in, despite their own beliefs and practices?

•  Are employees required to use PTO to honour religious or cultural holidays  
— and, with that, being penalized for celebrating outside of “traditional”  
national and public holidays?

While unintentional, these policies create a feeling of “other” — that some employees 
sync with the corporate framework and others don’t, and the “others” don’t reap the 
same rewards as employees. 

6. Staying consistent  
Again, it’s not enough to campaign for employee trust — you, your team, and your 
leadership need to be consistent and continually listening, learning, sharing, and 
reimaging. Consistency shows you’re committed to building and cultivating trust, 
inclusion, and diversity in your workplace, versus simply checking a box.  

https://www.forbes.com/sites/janicegassam/2018/11/06/change-starts-at-the-top-how-leaders-can-foster-a-culture-of-inclusion/?sh=2eebbab8515c
https://www.forbes.com/sites/janicegassam/2018/11/06/change-starts-at-the-top-how-leaders-can-foster-a-culture-of-inclusion/?sh=2eebbab8515c
https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-topics/global-hr/pages/canada-federal-pay-equity-regime.aspx
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Creating safe spaces for DI&B

 

With this trust-based framework and go-forward 
strategy in place, the next step is to shore up those 
safe spaces — environments where employees can 
come together, share experiences, give feedback, and 
discuss challenges freely and openly. Ideally, these 
spaces include HR and organizational leaders who 
can take action on insights and experiences emerging 
from these groups. 

It’s also important to enable spaces for like-
minded employees and allies to engage and share 
experiences. Not only does this help foster trust 
and inclusion, but it encourages cross-functional 
communication, builds relationships, and supports a 
positive workplace culture. 

Many companies are creating Employee Resource 
Groups (ERG)— and experiencing significant success. 
For example, Air Canada Maintenance has a dedicated 
group for female employees. The forum was designed 
for women occupying non-traditional roles within 
the organization and gives women an opportunity 
to network, explore leadership opportunities, and 
pursue personal development together. Started by 
10 women in 2013, this group now has more than 200 
members and provides an important space for female 
employees and allies to share experiences and gain 
traction within the company. 

Likewise, P&G has a number of affinity groups, 
including global communities such as Corporate 
Women’s Leadership Team (CWLT), Gay, Ally, Bisexual, 
Lesbian, and Transgender Employees (GABLE), and 
People with Disabilities (PWD). The latter, for example, 
come together to help raise awareness of issues 
P&G employees face in the workplace, with a goal of 
creating more inclusive environments for all workers.

https://careers.aircanada.com/pages/inclusion-and-diversity
https://pg.ca/en-ca/diversity-and-inclusion/
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Employees should be able to recognize themselves 
in more than just affinity and inclusion groups. 
Creating an inclusive and diverse workplace culture 
means embracing and integrating representation 
throughout the business, including the very 
highest levels. Not only do diverse leadership 
teams drive greater financial returns, but having 
diversity at the top shows your organization truly 
promotes what you preach — that diversity is a 
priority.

How inclusion and belonging impacts diversity

Inclusivity is a critical step towards meaningful, 
high-impact DI&B. Within inclusive workplaces, 
employees are invited to participate, engage, and 
contribute. When inclusion goes a step further 
and people feel truly safe, respected, and able 
to be their authentic selves, belonging exists. In 
workplaces of inclusion and belonging, employees 
feel most deeply connected to their colleagues, 
the work, and the organization as a whole — and 
they’re motivated to do their very best. 

With this framework, diversity can thrive. While 
having a diverse workforce is a step in the right 
direction, having diverse teams doesn’t naturally 
lead to inclusion or belonging. Likewise, though, 

without an inclusive culture, diversity efforts won’t 
progress past diverse hiring — and there’s a good 
chance these hires won’t stick around. Without an 
inclusive workplace, diversity veers into tokenism.

“It could be a company that’s really, genuinely 
interested in diversifying but their efforts haven’t 
been fruitful…the intent was good, they just 
haven’t gotten things lined up well,” explains 
Consuela Knox, Director of Admissions Operations 
and Diversity Recruiting Manager at the Owen 
Graduate School of Management. Without true 
inclusivity, though, employees aren’t getting the 
support and belonging they need, and that can lead 
to imposter syndrome, stress, added discrimination 
and heightened turnover among diverse hires. 

By cultivating an inclusive environment that fosters 
belonging, your business will be better equipped 
to maximize the impact of DI&B initiatives. Diverse 
hires will have that critical sense of belonging 
through safe spaces, senior-level mentors, and 
a consistent, cohesive culture that promotes 
ongoing conversation and evolution. These 
environments honour diversity and authentically 
celebrate and elevate the kinds of differences that 
lead to innovation, creativity, and employee- and 
company-level success.

Indeed has ten Inclusion Resource Groups (IRGs) including:

Access Indeed, to drive education and 
awareness around inclusion for  
visible and invisible disabilities

Women at Indeed, with a goal of Indeed 
being the model for gender equality,  
both in its culture and product offering

Parents & Caregivers, to empower all 
parents and caregivers to thrive at work 
throughout all stages

All Generations Empowered, to 
explore the benefits and challenges 
of a multi-generational workplace

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/people-and-organizational-performance/our-insights/why-diversity-matters
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/people-and-organizational-performance/our-insights/why-diversity-matters
https://business.vanderbilt.edu/news/2018/02/26/tokenism-in-the-workplace/
https://business.vanderbilt.edu/news/2018/02/26/tokenism-in-the-workplace/
https://www.inhersight.com/blog/diversity/tokenism
https://www.inhersight.com/blog/diversity/tokenism
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Nurturing and growing an inclusive  
workplace culture 

 

Canada is one of the most diverse countries in the world, giving us a distinct advantage 
when it comes to creating inclusive workplaces — but the work needs to start at the ground 
level within each organization. This starts by laying the groundwork for more trusting 
environments where employees feel safe, heard, and valued. Companies that can celebrate 
these natural tensions are likely to cultivate high-trust cultures that promote retention, 
facilitate recruitment, improve employer brand, and may lead to creative breakthroughs and 
innovation.

While the work is significant and ongoing, the benefits are, too: companies that cultivate 
inclusive cultures are more likely to innovate, drive better business outcomes, and achieve 
significant financial goals. Start by surveying your teams and assessing your Indeed Work 
Happiness Score to identify immediate areas of improvement — then never stop digging in, 
questioning, and pushing when your organization could do better. It’s an ongoing journey 
but, as our workplaces, our industries, and our country diversify and accelerate, creating 
these dynamic, inclusive cultures will ensure we’re all moving forward together. 

https://diversity.social/canadian-diversity/
https://www.ohscanada.com/features/how-todays-workplace-leaders-can-become-more-inclusive/
https://www.ohscanada.com/features/how-todays-workplace-leaders-can-become-more-inclusive/
https://ca.indeed.com/employers/work-happiness
https://ca.indeed.com/employers/work-happiness
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Indeed Canada Corp. | 2 Bloor St. W, 12th Floor | Toronto | ON M4W3E2 | Canada

Indeed Ireland Operations Ltd. | 124 St. Stephen’s Green | Dublin 2 | Ireland

For more insights on DI&B and  
many more topics, visit our  
Leadership Hub:

ca.indeed.com/leadershiphub

To speak to an Indeed representative about our  
Hiring Solutions, please fill in this form.

https://ca.indeed.com/leadershiphub?hl=en&co=ca
https://ca.indeed.com/hire/connect?utm_source=ebook1&utm_medium=DIB&utm_campaign=Q1%202022%20ebook%20belonging

